
Notes of School Council Meeting, 08:40, Monday, 26th February, 2018, in the LRC 

Mrs Hazelwood and Mr Marsh (Governors) in attendance 

 

 

The topic for discussion, ‘School Rules’, had been decided by the Senior Prefect body at their 

meeting on Thursday, 22nd February. 

Dr Letman introduced the topic by saying that there were a number of rules relating to behaviour, 

uniform etc. etc. but there was no single body of rules within the academy. He made a distinction 

between ‘rules’ that were actually written down and those which were ‘custom and practice’ but 

weren’t recorded in any published document anywhere. This included, for example, the ‘rule’ that 

students should not eat food in the corridors.  

He said that it would be helpful to agree with the student body a body of rules which: 

 Were relevant to the academy at this point in time; 

 would improve the way the community functioned and  

 expressed our values as a community as we prepared students for the future. 

Members of the Council divided up into small discussion groups to address three questions: 

 What ‘actual’ rules were they aware of? 

 What new rules would they suggest? 

 What sanctions should be considered when rules were breached? 

Each group fed back on their discussions and there was broad agreement about issues which any 

new rules should address. These included the use of bad language, disruptive behaviour in 

lessons, inappropriate use of computers and general respect for the academy’s facilities. 

At the end of the meeting it was agreed that assemblies would be planned for the following 

Monday when Dr Letman would update the school community on what had been discussed at the 

Council. He would also ask all tutor groups to consider the points that had been raised in the 

Council and invite their views also. In this way, we would take another step forward in producing 

an agreed body of practical, everyday rules which took account of the adult voice and the student 

voice. 

The meeting ended at 09:35 

 


